
R201 with 3/8” nap in 9” length

R501 in 9” size

RR113 Super Doo-Z frame and cover 4½” x 3/8”
RR313 Super Doo-Z roller 2-pack 4½” x 3/8”
RR115 Golden Flo frame and cover 4½” x 3/8”
RR315 Golden Flo roller 2-pack 4½” x 3/8”

QUALITY
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QUALITY
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SHOW & SELL
This 4-foot merchandiser is packed full of Wooster 
paint tools. The perfect mix for DIY painters, it 
includes brushes, rollers and kits, as well as 
sturdy frames and deluxe paint trays. Colorful and 
informative layout helps customers find the right 
applicator for the job. Wooster also offers 2-foot 
and 3-foot product assortments.

3988 4’ brush and roller merchandiser

After the paint dries, a consumer who chooses Wooster realizes 
that the right tools can achieve great results with less effort. As 
every retailer knows, a satisfied customer means repeat business.  
Wooster has an applicator program that includes favorites from the 
contractor market, as well as DIY brands that are made with the 
same attention to quality. The fast, smooth coverage provided by 
Wooster paintbrushes and rollers offers lasting value—and higher 
margins for the success of retailers everywhere.

THE PRIMER ™
Shed-resistant tan fabric provides a smooth 
base coat. Maximum hiding power with all 
latex and oil-based primers, including 
stain-killing, bonding, or vapor blocking. 
Use on drywall, plaster, smooth wood, and 
other medium-textured surfaces.

JUMBO-KOTER ® 
Miniroller systems can deliver BIG results!  
Extra-smooth rolling action means 
Jumbo-Koter frames take the work out of 
painting kitchens, baths, closets, and trim. 
Wooster Jumbo-Koter fabrics are the same as 
full-size rollers for invisible touchup or edging.  
Lock the frame onto a Sherlock GT® pole or 
use it with any threaded extension handle.

Jumbo-Koter Super Doo-Z ® & Golden Flo ™
Use these minirollers in conjunction with our full-size 
covers for seamless results. When a smooth finish is the 
goal, shed-resistant Super Doo-Z is perfect for all paints, 
flat to gloss. For no-skip coverage and fast results, use 
Golden Flo with all flat or eggshell paints and stains.

501™ ROLLER FRAME
Reach for a painting experience that’s more 
comfortable than average DIY frames. Made with a 
combination of Wooster Shergrip® and durable 
polypropylene, the 501’s non-slip grip is perfect for 
hot or tired hands. Sturdy five-wire cage fully supports 
covers for smooth rolling.  An extra ring of Shergrip 
material at the bottom of the grip helps to lock the 
frame onto threads for extension pole use. 

• Faster, smoother
 finish with less effort

• Solid customer
 satisfaction and 
 repeat business

• Higher quality products,
 higher margins for you

Everyone Deserves

Paint Applicators.
HIGH-QUALITY
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B3215 white bristle 2” angle sash, clip strips
Z3215 white bristle 2” angle sash, display box

R206 with 3/16” nap in 4”, 7” and 9” lengths
R205 with 3/8” nap in 4”, 7”, 9”, 14” and 18” lengths
R204 with 1/2” nap in 4”, 7” and 9” lengths
R203 with 3/4” nap in 4”, 9” and 18” lengths
R905 Super Doo-Z 9” x 3/8” roller kit

R725 Super Doo-Z 3-pack with 3/8” nap in 9” length
RR726 Golden Flo 3-pack with 3/8” nap in 9” length

RR660 with 3/8” nap in 4”, 9” and 18” lengths
RR661 with 1/2” nap in 9” length
RR662 with 3/4” nap in 9” length
RR664 with 1¼” nap in 9” length
R914 Golden Flo 9” x 3/8” roller kit

Z1120 varnish/wall in 1”, 1½”, 2”, 2½”, 3” and 4” sizes 
Z1121 angle sash in 1½”, 2” and 2½” sizes
 

5221 angle sash in 1½”, 2”, 2½” and 3” sizes
5225 short handle angle sash 2”
5224 thin angle sash 1½”, 2” and 2½” sizes
5220 flat sash in 2”, 2½” and 3” sizes
5222 varnish in 1½”, 2”, 2½” and 3” sizes
5223 wall in 3” size

Q3108 wall/trim in 1”, 1½”, 2”, 2½”, 3” and 4” sizes
Q3208 angle sash in 1”, 1½”, 2” and 2½” sizes
5971 two pack contains 2” angle sash and 3” wall

B3211 synthetic 2” angle sash, clip strips
Q3211 synthetic 2” angle sash, display box
Q3109 synthetic 3” wall/trim

SILVER TIP ®

Semi-professional quality at a great value! Silver Tip is made with a 
blend of white and silver Wooster CT™ polyester that virtually 
eliminates brushmarks. Thin, soft, flexible ends provide exceptional 
leveling and smoothing. Perfect for latex paints, applying enamels to 
metal, or polyurethanes on wood. Birch hardwood handle for a 
professional touch.

YACHTSMAN ®

More than 50 years since their launch, Yachtsman brushes 
are still a top-selling Wooster line on land and sea. Natural 
white China bristle is soft and resilient for the finest results 
with oil-based varnishes, enamels, paints, stains, and 
urethanes. Wood grain, solid black plastic handle resists 
moisture and solvents. Shorter sash handle for tight spaces.

SUPER DOO-Z ®
A favorite of both professional and DIY painters, for 
price and performance! Super Doo-Z is the most 
imitated roller in the industry, but it’s made only by 
Wooster. Interlocked fibers resist shedding for a “no 
lint” finish. Dense fabric reduces dripping and spatter.  
Perfect for use with all paints, enamels, and varnishes 
in sheens from flat to gloss.

GOLDEN FLO ™
High-capacity Golden Flo rollers achieve fast 
“no skip” coverage with fewer trips to the paint tray.  
Good density fibers resist matting for a smoother 
finish. Now a low-shed knit, Golden Flo is best for all 
flat or eggshell paints, stains, and waterproofing.

ROLLER 3-PACKS
More than one room, coat, or color? Super Doo-Z 
and Golden Flo, our top-selling consumer rollers, are 
available in 3-packs for added value. Both options 
create a nice finish on most walls and ceilings.

SHORTCUT ® WHITE BRISTLE
Grab easier painting by the handle!  Wooster Shortcut 
paintbrushes have a soft Shergrip® handle for a comfortable 
painting experience with added control. Their full-size heads 
mean these brushes are never “Short” on coverage. White China 
bristle excels in all oil-based paints, stains, and varnishes. Take 
a Shortcut for cupboards, furniture, and more.

Q3118 wall/trim in 1”, 1½”, 2”, 2½”, 3” and 4” sizes
Q4119 angle sash in 1½” and 2” sizes

GOLDEN GLO ®

Best-quality Golden Glo brushes really shine. Longer, solid, gold 
nylon/sable polyester filaments provide high paint capacity for less 
dipping and less effort. (No cheap, hollow filaments in Golden Glo.)  
Exploded-Tip® processing creates thick, soft flags on the brush tips 
to deliver a smooth finish. Large handle provides more comfort.  
Fastest coverage with all paints—acrylic, latex, and oil-based.

SOFTIP ®

No other brush paints smoother and faster at this price point! Wooster 
Softip features fine, feather-like filament ends that reduce brushmarks.
The famous, short, pearl-yellow handle offers comfort and control as well 
as shelf appeal. Softip provides good results in all paints, latex and 
oil-based.

SHORTCUT ®

Make painting easier on the wall-to-ceiling line, window frames, and 
more! Wooster Shortcut brushes feature a soft, Shergrip® elastomeric 
handle designed to provide extra comfort and control. Full-size heads 
mean these small brushes still offer smooth, fast paint coverage!  
Synthetic blend for all paints and water-based stains.

What’s the advantage of a nylon/polyester 
blend like Golden Glo has?  
While polyester gives a brush stiffness for control, 
nylon holds precise tipping for a smoother finish, 
resists wear, and cleans much better than 
polyester. Nylon/polyester blends are by far the 
most popular professional paintbrush choice.

1123 wall/trim in 1”, 1½”, 2”, 2½”, 3” and 4” sizes
1233 angle sash in 1½” and 2” sizes

AMBER FONG ®

Experienced traditional painters will say for oil-based coatings 
there’s nothing like the finish China bristle can provide. Amber 
Fong is the natural bristle equivalent of popular Wooster Softip 
brushes. Soft, amber-brown bristles deliver an extra-fine finish 
with all oil-based paints, enamels, varnishes, and stains. Short 
handle makes the brush easy to control.

Wooster DIY 
rollers have our 

consistently round, 
polypropylene core. It 

resists water, solvents, 
and cracking to add to 

the overall performance 
and life of the roller.



B3215 white bristle 2” angle sash, clip strips
Z3215 white bristle 2” angle sash, display box

R206 with 3/16” nap in 4”, 7” and 9” lengths
R205 with 3/8” nap in 4”, 7”, 9”, 14” and 18” lengths
R204 with 1/2” nap in 4”, 7” and 9” lengths
R203 with 3/4” nap in 4”, 9” and 18” lengths
R905 Super Doo-Z 9” x 3/8” roller kit

R725 Super Doo-Z 3-pack with 3/8” nap in 9” length
RR726 Golden Flo 3-pack with 3/8” nap in 9” length

RR660 with 3/8” nap in 4”, 9” and 18” lengths
RR661 with 1/2” nap in 9” length
RR662 with 3/4” nap in 9” length
RR664 with 1¼” nap in 9” length
R914 Golden Flo 9” x 3/8” roller kit

Z1120 varnish/wall in 1”, 1½”, 2”, 2½”, 3” and 4” sizes 
Z1121 angle sash in 1½”, 2” and 2½” sizes
 

5221 angle sash in 1½”, 2”, 2½” and 3” sizes
5225 short handle angle sash 2”
5224 thin angle sash 1½”, 2” and 2½” sizes
5220 flat sash in 2”, 2½” and 3” sizes
5222 varnish in 1½”, 2”, 2½” and 3” sizes
5223 wall in 3” size

Q3108 wall/trim in 1”, 1½”, 2”, 2½”, 3” and 4” sizes
Q3208 angle sash in 1”, 1½”, 2” and 2½” sizes
5971 two pack contains 2” angle sash and 3” wall

B3211 synthetic 2” angle sash, clip strips
Q3211 synthetic 2” angle sash, display box
Q3109 synthetic 3” wall/trim

SILVER TIP ®

Semi-professional quality at a great value! Silver Tip is made with a 
blend of white and silver Wooster CT™ polyester that virtually 
eliminates brushmarks. Thin, soft, flexible ends provide exceptional 
leveling and smoothing. Perfect for latex paints, applying enamels to 
metal, or polyurethanes on wood. Birch hardwood handle for a 
professional touch.

YACHTSMAN ®

More than 50 years since their launch, Yachtsman brushes 
are still a top-selling Wooster line on land and sea. Natural 
white China bristle is soft and resilient for the finest results 
with oil-based varnishes, enamels, paints, stains, and 
urethanes. Wood grain, solid black plastic handle resists 
moisture and solvents. Shorter sash handle for tight spaces.

SUPER DOO-Z ®
A favorite of both professional and DIY painters, for 
price and performance! Super Doo-Z is the most 
imitated roller in the industry, but it’s made only by 
Wooster. Interlocked fibers resist shedding for a “no 
lint” finish. Dense fabric reduces dripping and spatter.  
Perfect for use with all paints, enamels, and varnishes 
in sheens from flat to gloss.

GOLDEN FLO ™
High-capacity Golden Flo rollers achieve fast 
“no skip” coverage with fewer trips to the paint tray.  
Good density fibers resist matting for a smoother 
finish. Now a low-shed knit, Golden Flo is best for all 
flat or eggshell paints, stains, and waterproofing.

ROLLER 3-PACKS
More than one room, coat, or color? Super Doo-Z 
and Golden Flo, our top-selling consumer rollers, are 
available in 3-packs for added value. Both options 
create a nice finish on most walls and ceilings.

SHORTCUT ® WHITE BRISTLE
Grab easier painting by the handle!  Wooster Shortcut 
paintbrushes have a soft Shergrip® handle for a comfortable 
painting experience with added control. Their full-size heads 
mean these brushes are never “Short” on coverage. White China 
bristle excels in all oil-based paints, stains, and varnishes. Take 
a Shortcut for cupboards, furniture, and more.

Q3118 wall/trim in 1”, 1½”, 2”, 2½”, 3” and 4” sizes
Q4119 angle sash in 1½” and 2” sizes

GOLDEN GLO ®

Best-quality Golden Glo brushes really shine. Longer, solid, gold 
nylon/sable polyester filaments provide high paint capacity for less 
dipping and less effort. (No cheap, hollow filaments in Golden Glo.)  
Exploded-Tip® processing creates thick, soft flags on the brush tips 
to deliver a smooth finish. Large handle provides more comfort.  
Fastest coverage with all paints—acrylic, latex, and oil-based.

SOFTIP ®

No other brush paints smoother and faster at this price point! Wooster 
Softip features fine, feather-like filament ends that reduce brushmarks.
The famous, short, pearl-yellow handle offers comfort and control as well 
as shelf appeal. Softip provides good results in all paints, latex and 
oil-based.

SHORTCUT ®

Make painting easier on the wall-to-ceiling line, window frames, and 
more! Wooster Shortcut brushes feature a soft, Shergrip® elastomeric 
handle designed to provide extra comfort and control. Full-size heads 
mean these small brushes still offer smooth, fast paint coverage!  
Synthetic blend for all paints and water-based stains.

What’s the advantage of a nylon/polyester 
blend like Golden Glo has?  
While polyester gives a brush stiffness for control, 
nylon holds precise tipping for a smoother finish, 
resists wear, and cleans much better than 
polyester. Nylon/polyester blends are by far the 
most popular professional paintbrush choice.

1123 wall/trim in 1”, 1½”, 2”, 2½”, 3” and 4” sizes
1233 angle sash in 1½” and 2” sizes

AMBER FONG ®

Experienced traditional painters will say for oil-based coatings 
there’s nothing like the finish China bristle can provide. Amber 
Fong is the natural bristle equivalent of popular Wooster Softip 
brushes. Soft, amber-brown bristles deliver an extra-fine finish 
with all oil-based paints, enamels, varnishes, and stains. Short 
handle makes the brush easy to control.

Wooster DIY 
rollers have our 

consistently round, 
polypropylene core. It 

resists water, solvents, 
and cracking to add to 

the overall performance 
and life of the roller.



B3215 white bristle 2” angle sash, clip strips
Z3215 white bristle 2” angle sash, display box

R206 with 3/16” nap in 4”, 7” and 9” lengths
R205 with 3/8” nap in 4”, 7”, 9”, 14” and 18” lengths
R204 with 1/2” nap in 4”, 7” and 9” lengths
R203 with 3/4” nap in 4”, 9” and 18” lengths
R905 Super Doo-Z 9” x 3/8” roller kit

R725 Super Doo-Z 3-pack with 3/8” nap in 9” length
RR726 Golden Flo 3-pack with 3/8” nap in 9” length

RR660 with 3/8” nap in 4”, 9” and 18” lengths
RR661 with 1/2” nap in 9” length
RR662 with 3/4” nap in 9” length
RR664 with 1¼” nap in 9” length
R914 Golden Flo 9” x 3/8” roller kit

Z1120 varnish/wall in 1”, 1½”, 2”, 2½”, 3” and 4” sizes 
Z1121 angle sash in 1½”, 2” and 2½” sizes
 

5221 angle sash in 1½”, 2”, 2½” and 3” sizes
5225 short handle angle sash 2”
5224 thin angle sash 1½”, 2” and 2½” sizes
5220 flat sash in 2”, 2½” and 3” sizes
5222 varnish in 1½”, 2”, 2½” and 3” sizes
5223 wall in 3” size

Q3108 wall/trim in 1”, 1½”, 2”, 2½”, 3” and 4” sizes
Q3208 angle sash in 1”, 1½”, 2” and 2½” sizes
5971 two pack contains 2” angle sash and 3” wall

B3211 synthetic 2” angle sash, clip strips
Q3211 synthetic 2” angle sash, display box
Q3109 synthetic 3” wall/trim

SILVER TIP ®

Semi-professional quality at a great value! Silver Tip is made with a 
blend of white and silver Wooster CT™ polyester that virtually 
eliminates brushmarks. Thin, soft, flexible ends provide exceptional 
leveling and smoothing. Perfect for latex paints, applying enamels to 
metal, or polyurethanes on wood. Birch hardwood handle for a 
professional touch.

YACHTSMAN ®

More than 50 years since their launch, Yachtsman brushes 
are still a top-selling Wooster line on land and sea. Natural 
white China bristle is soft and resilient for the finest results 
with oil-based varnishes, enamels, paints, stains, and 
urethanes. Wood grain, solid black plastic handle resists 
moisture and solvents. Shorter sash handle for tight spaces.

SUPER DOO-Z ®
A favorite of both professional and DIY painters, for 
price and performance! Super Doo-Z is the most 
imitated roller in the industry, but it’s made only by 
Wooster. Interlocked fibers resist shedding for a “no 
lint” finish. Dense fabric reduces dripping and spatter.  
Perfect for use with all paints, enamels, and varnishes 
in sheens from flat to gloss.

GOLDEN FLO ™
High-capacity Golden Flo rollers achieve fast 
“no skip” coverage with fewer trips to the paint tray.  
Good density fibers resist matting for a smoother 
finish. Now a low-shed knit, Golden Flo is best for all 
flat or eggshell paints, stains, and waterproofing.

ROLLER 3-PACKS
More than one room, coat, or color? Super Doo-Z 
and Golden Flo, our top-selling consumer rollers, are 
available in 3-packs for added value. Both options 
create a nice finish on most walls and ceilings.

SHORTCUT ® WHITE BRISTLE
Grab easier painting by the handle!  Wooster Shortcut 
paintbrushes have a soft Shergrip® handle for a comfortable 
painting experience with added control. Their full-size heads 
mean these brushes are never “Short” on coverage. White China 
bristle excels in all oil-based paints, stains, and varnishes. Take 
a Shortcut for cupboards, furniture, and more.

Q3118 wall/trim in 1”, 1½”, 2”, 2½”, 3” and 4” sizes
Q4119 angle sash in 1½” and 2” sizes

GOLDEN GLO ®

Best-quality Golden Glo brushes really shine. Longer, solid, gold 
nylon/sable polyester filaments provide high paint capacity for less 
dipping and less effort. (No cheap, hollow filaments in Golden Glo.)  
Exploded-Tip® processing creates thick, soft flags on the brush tips 
to deliver a smooth finish. Large handle provides more comfort.  
Fastest coverage with all paints—acrylic, latex, and oil-based.

SOFTIP ®

No other brush paints smoother and faster at this price point! Wooster 
Softip features fine, feather-like filament ends that reduce brushmarks.
The famous, short, pearl-yellow handle offers comfort and control as well 
as shelf appeal. Softip provides good results in all paints, latex and 
oil-based.

SHORTCUT ®

Make painting easier on the wall-to-ceiling line, window frames, and 
more! Wooster Shortcut brushes feature a soft, Shergrip® elastomeric 
handle designed to provide extra comfort and control. Full-size heads 
mean these small brushes still offer smooth, fast paint coverage!  
Synthetic blend for all paints and water-based stains.

What’s the advantage of a nylon/polyester 
blend like Golden Glo has?  
While polyester gives a brush stiffness for control, 
nylon holds precise tipping for a smoother finish, 
resists wear, and cleans much better than 
polyester. Nylon/polyester blends are by far the 
most popular professional paintbrush choice.

1123 wall/trim in 1”, 1½”, 2”, 2½”, 3” and 4” sizes
1233 angle sash in 1½” and 2” sizes

AMBER FONG ®

Experienced traditional painters will say for oil-based coatings 
there’s nothing like the finish China bristle can provide. Amber 
Fong is the natural bristle equivalent of popular Wooster Softip 
brushes. Soft, amber-brown bristles deliver an extra-fine finish 
with all oil-based paints, enamels, varnishes, and stains. Short 
handle makes the brush easy to control.

Wooster DIY 
rollers have our 

consistently round, 
polypropylene core. It 

resists water, solvents, 
and cracking to add to 

the overall performance 
and life of the roller.



R201 with 3/8” nap in 9” length

R501 in 9” size

RR113 Super Doo-Z frame and cover 4½” x 3/8”
RR313 Super Doo-Z roller 2-pack 4½” x 3/8”
RR115 Golden Flo frame and cover 4½” x 3/8”
RR315 Golden Flo roller 2-pack 4½” x 3/8”

QUALITY
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SHOW & SELL
This 4-foot merchandiser is packed full of Wooster 
paint tools. The perfect mix for DIY painters, it 
includes brushes, rollers and kits, as well as 
sturdy frames and deluxe paint trays. Colorful and 
informative layout helps customers find the right 
applicator for the job. Wooster also offers 2-foot 
and 3-foot product assortments.

3988 4’ brush and roller merchandiser

After the paint dries, a consumer who chooses Wooster realizes 
that the right tools can achieve great results with less effort. As 
every retailer knows, a satisfied customer means repeat business.  
Wooster has an applicator program that includes favorites from the 
contractor market, as well as DIY brands that are made with the 
same attention to quality. The fast, smooth coverage provided by 
Wooster paintbrushes and rollers offers lasting value—and higher 
margins for the success of retailers everywhere.

THE PRIMER ™
Shed-resistant tan fabric provides a smooth 
base coat. Maximum hiding power with all 
latex and oil-based primers, including 
stain-killing, bonding, or vapor blocking. 
Use on drywall, plaster, smooth wood, and 
other medium-textured surfaces.

JUMBO-KOTER ® 
Miniroller systems can deliver BIG results!  
Extra-smooth rolling action means 
Jumbo-Koter frames take the work out of 
painting kitchens, baths, closets, and trim. 
Wooster Jumbo-Koter fabrics are the same as 
full-size rollers for invisible touchup or edging.  
Lock the frame onto a Sherlock GT® pole or 
use it with any threaded extension handle.

Jumbo-Koter Super Doo-Z ® & Golden Flo ™
Use these minirollers in conjunction with our full-size 
covers for seamless results. When a smooth finish is the 
goal, shed-resistant Super Doo-Z is perfect for all paints, 
flat to gloss. For no-skip coverage and fast results, use 
Golden Flo with all flat or eggshell paints and stains.

501™ ROLLER FRAME
Reach for a painting experience that’s more 
comfortable than average DIY frames. Made with a 
combination of Wooster Shergrip® and durable 
polypropylene, the 501’s non-slip grip is perfect for 
hot or tired hands. Sturdy five-wire cage fully supports 
covers for smooth rolling.  An extra ring of Shergrip 
material at the bottom of the grip helps to lock the 
frame onto threads for extension pole use. 

• Faster, smoother
 finish with less effort

• Solid customer
 satisfaction and 
 repeat business

• Higher quality products,
 higher margins for you

Everyone Deserves

Paint Applicators.
HIGH-QUALITY
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R201 with 3/8” nap in 9” length

R501 in 9” size

RR113 Super Doo-Z frame and cover 4½” x 3/8”
RR313 Super Doo-Z roller 2-pack 4½” x 3/8”
RR115 Golden Flo frame and cover 4½” x 3/8”
RR315 Golden Flo roller 2-pack 4½” x 3/8”

QUALITY
ALLFOR
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SHOW & SELL
This 4-foot merchandiser is packed full of Wooster 
paint tools. The perfect mix for DIY painters, it 
includes brushes, rollers and kits, as well as 
sturdy frames and deluxe paint trays. Colorful and 
informative layout helps customers find the right 
applicator for the job. Wooster also offers 2-foot 
and 3-foot product assortments.

3988 4’ brush and roller merchandiser

After the paint dries, a consumer who chooses Wooster realizes 
that the right tools can achieve great results with less effort. As 
every retailer knows, a satisfied customer means repeat business.  
Wooster has an applicator program that includes favorites from the 
contractor market, as well as DIY brands that are made with the 
same attention to quality. The fast, smooth coverage provided by 
Wooster paintbrushes and rollers offers lasting value—and higher 
margins for the success of retailers everywhere.

THE PRIMER ™
Shed-resistant tan fabric provides a smooth 
base coat. Maximum hiding power with all 
latex and oil-based primers, including 
stain-killing, bonding, or vapor blocking. 
Use on drywall, plaster, smooth wood, and 
other medium-textured surfaces.

JUMBO-KOTER ® 
Miniroller systems can deliver BIG results!  
Extra-smooth rolling action means 
Jumbo-Koter frames take the work out of 
painting kitchens, baths, closets, and trim. 
Wooster Jumbo-Koter fabrics are the same as 
full-size rollers for invisible touchup or edging.  
Lock the frame onto a Sherlock GT® pole or 
use it with any threaded extension handle.

Jumbo-Koter Super Doo-Z ® & Golden Flo ™
Use these minirollers in conjunction with our full-size 
covers for seamless results. When a smooth finish is the 
goal, shed-resistant Super Doo-Z is perfect for all paints, 
flat to gloss. For no-skip coverage and fast results, use 
Golden Flo with all flat or eggshell paints and stains.

501™ ROLLER FRAME
Reach for a painting experience that’s more 
comfortable than average DIY frames. Made with a 
combination of Wooster Shergrip® and durable 
polypropylene, the 501’s non-slip grip is perfect for 
hot or tired hands. Sturdy five-wire cage fully supports 
covers for smooth rolling.  An extra ring of Shergrip 
material at the bottom of the grip helps to lock the 
frame onto threads for extension pole use. 
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